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Patterns are tiite sets of d-tuples in which the components are positive 
integers. For multidimensional patterns K&rig’s theorem is not true in the 
sense that the ecoverance does not necessarily equal to the e-rank of a pattern. 
This paper deals with combinatorial properties of patterns in connection with 
their covering by e-flats. An e-flat is a generalization of a “line” which is a 
l-flat. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a restricted pattern, introduced by the author in [l] 
(with the name “reduced set”), appears to be a useful tool in dealing with 
some combinatorial problems. This concept was originally used in 
connection with line-covers only, but can be generalized to include covering 
with e-flats [2]. Jurkat and Ryser explained in [5] the importance of investi- 
gating multidimensional stochastic matrices, and the present author 
pointed out in [2] that multidimensional stochastic matrices have re- 
stricted patterns, and hence we can learn about stochastic matrices by 
studying restricted patterns in general. In the present paper we are dealing 
with combinatorial properties of such patterns. The results (with the 
exception of Section 2.6) are generalizations (i.e., e-flats replace lines) 
of those of Chapter 5 of the author’s doctoral thesis [l]. We work with 
concepts explained in [2], but change the terminology somewhat, to make 
it more flexible. 
For multidimensional patterns, Kiinig’s theorem is not true in the sense 
that the e-coverance does not necessarily equal the e-rank of a pattern. 
This spoils the possibility of trivial generalizations of important two- 
dimensional theorems. The main feature of the present paper is that it 
gives a unified treatment of multidimensional problems so that the related 
two dimensional problems appear as simple special cases. 
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In Section 2, after introducing some geometric concepts, we describe 
in detail Gallai’s example, which was the starting point of the whole work 
reported in this paper. In the remainder of Section 2 we define the res- 
triction of a pattern, deal with some combinatorial properties of restricted 
patterns, and define fully e-indecomposable multidimensional matrices. 
In Section 3 we first deal with the problem of extending partial Latin 
squares. This problem naturally gives rise to the concept of a filled pattern. 
Such patterns are dealt with in the remainder of Section 3. In the course of 
our discussion we state 7 unsolved problems, which are believed to be 
of varied difficulty. 
2. PATTERNS 
2.1. Some Geometric Concepts 
Let Jan be the set of all d-tuples (il , iz ,..., id) in which the components 
are positive integers between 1 and n inclusive. An element of Jan is called 
a point or a place. The subsets of Jan are called patterns. If in (iI , iz ,..., id) 
we keep d - e components fixed and let e components take up all the values 
from 1 to n, then the pattern (set) of the nd points so obtained is called an 
e-flat. The only d-flat is Jan , the (d - I)-flats are the hyperplanes, the 
l-flats are the lines, and the O-flats are the points. In the future we assume 
that d 3 2, n > 2 and 1 < e < d - 1. We also assume that d, n, and e are 
some fixed values unless the contrary is apparent from the context. 
Two e-flats are parallel if they have the same variable components. Two 
parallel e-flats are of course either identical or disjoint. A set of nd+ 
distinct parallel e-flats is called a direction. The set of all e-flats can be 
partitioned into exactly (zf> directions. Let S be a pattern. Then a set L of 
e-flats is called an (e, k)-cover of S whenever 1 L 1 = k and 
If L is an (e, c)-cover of S and no (e, k)-cover of S exists with k < c, we say 
that L is a minimum cover of degree e of S and that c is the e-coverance, 
c,(S) of S. (Remark: In the future we often suppress “of degree e” and 
simply write “minimum cover” only.) A direction is of course an 
(e, nd-e)-cover of any pattern. Hence every pattern has at least one 
minimum cover of degree e and a unique e-coverance. Since Jan has 
nd points, at least nd+ e-flats are required to cover Jan. Hence every 
direction iS a minimum cover of Jdn and the e-coverance of Jan iS ?Id-‘. 
We say that two patterns are e-independent if no e-flat intersects them 
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both. Two points x and y are e-independent if the singletons (x} and {u> 
are e-independent. We say that the e-rank, r,(S) of a pattern S is r whenever 
r is the largest number such that S has a subset of r pairwise e-independent 
points. It is an immediate consequence of the definitions that the e-rank 
of a pattern can not exceed its e-coverance. 
2.2. Gallai’s Example 
The well-known K&rig theorem says that the l-rank and I-coverance 
of a pattern are equal when d = 2. This is no longer true in general when 
d > 3. The example of Figure 1 is due to Gallai and was brought to our 
attention by ErdGs through personal communication [4]. In this example 
the pattern S has 7 points. No 3 of these points are on a single line and 
therefore at least 4 lines are required to cover S. Let us consider, say, the 
(1,4)-cover C = {& , 1, , 1, , Z4} where 
11 = KL 1, 0, (2, 1, I>, (3, 1, l)), 
12 = {(l, 1, I>, (1, 1, 2), (1, 1, 3% 
13 = ((2, 1, 3), (2, 2, 3), (2, 3, 3)], 
14 = ((3, 3, 11, (3, 3,2), (3, 3, 3)). 
FIGURE 1 
‘s = ((1, 1, 11, (1,1,3), c&L 31, (3,L 0, c&3,3), (393, 11, (3,3,3X 
Our first observation is that the 1-coverance of S is 4. Second, we may 
observe that if (1, 1, 1) belongs to a pattern of 4 pairwise l-independent 
points of S then the other 3 points must be in S, = S - (I1 u Q. But 
S, has a (1,2)-cover, namely (2, , Z,}, and hence S, cannot have 3 pair-wise 
l-independent points. We conclude that if the l-rank of S is 4 then the 
l-rank of S, = S - {(I, 1, l)} is also 4. But, as is easily seen, the l-cover- 
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ante of S, is 3 and hence we conclude that the l-rank of S cannot be 4. The 
points (1, 1,3), (3, 1, l), and (3,3,3) are pairwise l-independent and 
hence S has l-rank 3. Of course one could quickly find the l-rank and 
I-coverance of Gallai’s example by trial and error. We gave the above 
explanation because it motivated our search for an example in which the 
failure of Kiinig’s theorem is not due to such easily explanable reasons. 
Such an example is exhibited in Section 3 (Fig. 2). 
2.3. The Restriction of a Pattern 
From now on we call an (e, @+)-cover simply an e-cover and focus 
our attention on e-covers of patterns. We say that the point x E Jdn is 
an e-crosspoint with respect to a pattern S if there exists an e-cover C of S 
and two distinct e-flats in this cover such that both contain the point x. 
The set of all e-crosspoints with respect to S is the e-crosspattern of S and 
is denoted by S,“. We call the points of S n Sex inner e-crosspoints and say 
that S is e-restricted if S n S,” = 0. The e-coverance of a non-empty 
e-restricted pattern is rid-e. The following lemma is proved in [2]. 
LEMMA 2.1. The union of e-restricted patterns is e-restricted. 
The union of all the e-restricted subsets of S is called the e-restriction 
of S and is denoted by R,(S). A set of nd+ pairwise e-independent points 
of Jan is called an e-transversal. If an e-transversal T is a subset of S 
we say that T is an e-transversal of S. We denote by A,(S) the union of all 
e-transversals of S. For some values of e, d, and n, e-transversals may not 
exist (5). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S C Jdn . Then A,(S) C R,(S) C S - S,“. If d = 2 
then A,(S) = R,(S) = S - SIz. 
Proof. Since an e-transversal is e-restricted it follows from Lemma 2.1 
that A,(S) is also e-restricted and hence A,(S) C R,(S). Since R,(S) C S 
every e-cover of S is an e-cover of R,(S) and every e-crosspoint with 
respect to S is also an e-crosspoint with respect to R,(S). Let p E R,(S). 
Then p ES and p q! (R,(S)): C Sex. Hence p E S - S,$. To prove the 
second part of our theorem we assume that d = 2 and show that 
S, - &a _C A,(S). Let p ES - S,= and let f and g be the two lines (hori- 
zontal and vertical) intersecting in p. The pattern S - (f u g) cannot be 
covered with fewer than n - 1 lines for if this was possible we could cover 
S with n lines including f and g, contrary to p $ SIX. By Kiinig’s theorem 
there exist n - 1 independent points in S - (f u g). These points together 
with p form a l-transversal of S and hence p E A,(S). 
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Remark. If d = 2 and A,(S) # o then, as is well known, S can be 
represented by a (0, 1) matrix of the form 
where the Ui are fully indecomposable matrices. Then A,(S) and S n Slz 
correspond to the non-zero places of the Vi and the Tii , respectively. 
For these and other two-dimensional results see, e.g., Dulmage and 
Mendelsohn [3]. 
It can be demonstrated that if d > 3 there exist patterns S such that 
A,(S) # R,(S) and there exist patterns S such that R,(S) # S - Sex. 
PROBLEM 1. Characterize those patterns for which R,(S) # S - S,=. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let So be a pattern and let us generate the sequence 
So, 9,..., Sk according to the following rules: If Si is not e-restricted, choose a 
Pz ES~ n (Sf): and &fine Si+l = S’ - {pi}. If S” is e-restricted for say 
i = k, terminate the sequence with Sk. Then Sk = R,(SO). 
Proof Since o is restricted and 1 S’+l 1 < 1 Si 1 the sequence of the 
theorem is finite. From the construction, Sk C So and Sk is e-restricted. 
Hence Sk C R,(SO). On the other hand R,(Si) C S - (9): C Sf+l implies 
R&?) C R,(Si+l) for i = 0, l,..., k - 1 and hence R,(S”) C R,(Sk) = Sk. 
We conclude that Sk = R,(SO). 
We remark, as a corollary, that, if we generate a finite sequence of 
patterns So, P,..., Sk obtaining S+l from S by eliminating (simultaneously) 
some of the inner e-crosspoints of the latter until no inner e-crosspoint 
can be found, then the last pattern in the sequence is R,(SO). 
2.4. The Structure of Restricted Patterns 
THEOREM 2.3. Let H and T be non-empty e-independent patterns such 
that H v T is e-restricted. Then every minimum cover of H V T is the 
union of a minimum cover of H and a minimum cover of T. Conversely 
the union of a minimum cover of H and a minimum cover of T is a minimum 
cover of H V T. 
Proof. Let C be an e-cover (i.e., minimum cover) of H v T and let 
C, and CT be the sets of those e-flats of C that intersect H and T, respec- 
tively. Then C, n Cr = 0, c,(H) < I C, I and c,(T) < 1 CT [. Hence 
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c,(ff) + c,(T) < 1 CH 1 + 1 CT 1 = nd-+. On the other hand, for arbitrary 
patterns X and Y, c,(X) + c,(Y) b c,(X u Y, and so 
c,(H) + c,(T) > c,(H u T) = ?P+. 
It follows that c,(H) = / C, I and c,(T) = / CT I. CH and Cr are indeed 
minimum covers of H and T. Conversely, if C,* and CT* are arbitrary 
minimum covers of H and T then 
nd- = c,(H u T) < 1 C, * u CT* 1 < 1 cH* 1 + I CT* 1 
= 1 c, 1 + 1 CT 1 = n-. 
Hence equality must hold everywhere and C,* u CT* is a minimum cover 
ofHu T. 
COROLLARY 1. If  TI , Ta ,..., Tk are pairwise independent patterns and 
S = &Ti is e-restricted then the e-covers of S consist of the unions of 
minimum covers of T, , Tz ,..., Tk . 
COROLLARY 2. If H and Tare non-empty and independent and H u T is 
e-restricted then there exist minimum covers of H formed by parallel e-fats 
from any spectjic direction. 
Proof. Let us cover H u T with parallel e-flats of a given direction. 
This cover is of the form C, u Cr where CH is the desired minimum cover 
of H. 
We say that the pattern S is e-connected if S # o and S is not the union 
of two independent non-empty patterns. If S is e-restricted then a maximal 
e-connected subset of S is called an e-connected component of S. It can be 
shown that S uniquely decomposes into e-connected components, and 
these components are pairwise independent. 
THEOREM 2.4. If S is l-restricted and p ES then either the singleton 
{p> is a l-connected component of S or else S has d pairwise l-independent 
points so that p is collinear with each of them. 
Proof. If each of the d lines through p has another point from S 
besides p then choosing one such point from each line we obtain a set of 
d pairwise l-independent points, each being collinear withp. Now suppose 
that q # p, q ES, p and q are collinear and there exists a line I which 
intersects S in the single point p. Let us consider the l-cover of S formed 
by the lines parallel to 1. From this cover we construct a new one by 
replacing I with the line throughp and q. Then q is covered twice but this is 
impossible since S has no inner I-crosspoint. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let T1 and Tz be distinct e-connected components of 
an e-restricted pattern S. Let f and g be e-flats such that f r\ T, # % and 
gn T, # %. Thenfr\gCS,x. 
Proof. If f n g = % the assertion of the theorem is trivial. If 
f n g # m let us choose a point p E f n g. Then there exist e-independent 
patterns H and T, and points u E H and v E T such that H v T = S, 
{p, u} _Cf, and {p, v} _C g. Let C, be a minimum cover of H formed by 
e-flats parallel to f and let CT be the minimum cover of T formed by 
e-flats parallel to g. The union of these covers is an e-cover of S according 
to Theorem 2.3. In this e-cover the point p belongs to two e-flats, and 
therefore p is an e-crosspoints. 
2.6. Decomposition of Matrices 
We define a matrix of dimension d and order n as a function M: Jdn -+ F 
where F is an ordered field. The pattern of M is the set of all points x such 
that M(x) # 0. (Remark: Perhaps it would be more appropriate to use 
the word “support” instead of “pattern” here. Unfortunately the word 
support is already used in connection with two-dimensional matrices 
in a different sense. A square matrix is said to have support if its pattern 
has a l-transversal and the matrix has total support if its pattern is the 
union of l-transversals. We also talk about supports of patterns in [2].) 
A square matrix M is called fully indecomposable if it is impossible to find 
permutation matrices P and Q such that PMQ = 11 6,” 11 where A and B 
are square matrices and 0 is a matrix of zeros. This definition does not 
yield itself to a trivial multidimensional generalization. In view of the earlier 
development, however, we can give the following definition. A matrix of 
dimension d and order n is called fuIZy e-indecomposable if the e-restriction 
of its pattern is e-connected. It can be shown that for d = 2 this definition 
is equivalent to the previous (conventional) one. Our definition gives 
rise to the following problem: 
PROBLEM 2. Is it true that the patterns of fully e-indecomposable 
matrices are e-restricted? Equivalently, we may ask: Is it true that tf 
R,(S) is e-connected then S = R,(S) ? The answer is yes when d = 2. 
3. FILLED PATTERNS 
3.1. The ProbIem of Extending Partial Latin Squares 
A Latin square of order n is a square matrix, each row and column 
of which has 1,2,..., n as entries in some permuted order. A partial Latin 
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square of order n is a square matrix of order n in which the entries are 
chosen from 0, 1, 2 ,..., n so that in no row or column are two positive 
entries equal. A partial Latin square is consistent if its zeros can be changed 
so that it becomes a Latin square. The partial Latin square 11: i 11 is not 
consistent. It is natural to pose the problem: Find simple sufficient and 
necessary conditions for a partial Latin square to be consistent. This is 
a well-known problem and no fully satisfactory solution exists to our 
knowledge at the time of writing. Certain cases, in which the partial Latin 
square has some specific form, have been successfully handled. 
Let A = (Q) be a partial Latin square of order n. Let us consider the 
pattern TA = {(i,j, k): k = Q}. Then it is easily verified that T, is a set 
of pairwise independent points of J,, and that A is consistent if and only if 
there exists a l-transversal T such that T.,, C T. In other words, A can be 
extended to a Latin square if and only if T, can be extended to a l-trans- 
versal. Let A and T, be as above and let HA be the maximal pattern such 
that T, and HA are l-independent. Let S, = T, U HA . Clearly, A can be 
extended to a Latin square if and only if S, has at least one l-transversal. 
This observation naturally gives rise to the following, more general 
question: When does a pattern possess an e-transversal? A necessary 
condition is of course, that the e-restriction of the pattern is not empty. 
FIGURE 2 
s - ((1, 1,2), (1, 1, 3h (1,2,2), (1,2,3), (1339 11, (2, 1, 11, (2, 1,2), (2,2,1), (2,2,3), 
(2,3,2X (2,3, 31, (3, 1, l), (3,1,3), (392, 0. (3,2,2h (3,3,2), (3,3,3)1 
This condition is sufficient when d = 2 but fails to be sufficient when 
d = 3 and e = 1 as illustrated in Figure 2. We will show later (see 
Corollary of Theorem 3.2), that if S, is constructed from a partial Latin 
square A as described above then R,(S,) u [R&S’,J]~ = Jsn. The 
l-restricted pattern S of Figure 2 cannot be the l-restriction of an S, 
since S u SIX # Jan . The following is an unsolved problem: 
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PROBLEM 3. Is it true that if,!? # %, S n SIX = % and S u SIX = Jdn 
then S has a l-transversal? The answer is yes when d = 2. 
3.2. Properties of Filled Patterns 
We say that a pattern S is e-jilled if S is e-restricted (i.e., S n Sex = %a) 
and S v Sex = Jdn . In view of the discussion of the previous section, 
it is natural to study the combinatorial properties of filled patterns in 
general. 
THEOREM 3.1. If S is a pattern and S u Sex = Jdn , then R,(S) is 
e-jilled. 
Proof. Let So = S and let us consider the sequence So 3 Sr 2 *** 3, Sk = 
R,(S) of Theorem 2.2. We have to show that Sk n (Sk): = Jan . Let pi be 
as in Theorem 2.2. Since Si+’ C S’ we have (Sifl)z 2 (P):. It follows that 
pi E (S*+l)T and hence Si+l u (Si+l)f 1 S”+l u {pi} = Si. From 
(si+l); 2 (9): 
it follows trivially that Si+l u (Si+l)z > (P):. Therefore we must have 
Si+l u (Si+l)z 2 9 u (Si): for i = 0, l,..., k - 1. It follows then that 
Sk u (Sk): I So u (SO): = Jdn and hence Sk u (Sk): = Jdn . 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S be e-Jilled and let p1 , pz ,..., pk be pairwise e-inde- 
pendent points of S. Let the pattern H consist of pl , pz ,..., pK and those 
points of S that are e-independent of all of the pi . Then R,(H) is eflled. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that H v Hz = Jdn . 
Let b E S - H. Then there exists an e-flat ft incident with b and with 
one of the pi , say pl . Let g be an e-flat such that pl E g and b $ g. Let us 
consider an e-cover of H consisting of the e-flats parallel to g. Let us alter 
this e-cover by replacing g withf. This new set of e-flats is still an e-cover 
of H since pl is the only point of H on g (and onf). In the new e-cover, 
b is covered twice, and hence b E H,“. But b can be any point in S - H 
and we must have S - H C Hex. We also have H,” > Sex and hence 
H v H,” I S v Sex = Jdn . 
For the special case when d = 3 and e = 1 we obtain the following 
corollary: 
COROLLARY. Let A be a partial Latin square and let S,, be the associated 
pattern as described in Section 3.1. Then Rl(S,) is I-#led. 
PROBLEM 4. Is it true that ifs is 1-jilled then A,(S) = S ? The answer 
is yes when d = 2. We already noted that R,(S,) # % is a necessary 
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condition for a partial Latin square A to be consistent. An afhrrnative 
answer to either Problem 3 or Problem 4 would make this condition 
also sufficient. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf T and U are e-filled patterns then R,(T n U) is also 
e-filled. 
Proof. We will use the symbol SC to denote the complement, Jan - S, 
of a pattern S. We have (T n U): I T,* u Uen = Tc v UC = (T n U)c 
and hence (T n U) u (T n U): 2 (T n U) u (T n U)c = Jan . The con- 
clusion of our proof now follows at once from Theorem 3.1. 
We define the e-filled hull, F,(S), of an e-restricted pattern S as the 
intersection of all the e-filled patterns of which S is a subset: 
THEOREM 3.4. The e-filled hull of an e-restricted pattern So is e-filled, 
and can be obtained by generating a finite sequence So, S,..., Sk according 
to the following rules: Zf Si is not e-filled choose a point pr E Jan - (Si u Se7 
and define Sit1 = Si u {pi}. Zf Si is e-filled for say i = k, terminate the 
sequence with Sk. Then Sk = Fe(So). 
Proof Each Si in the sequence of the theorem is e-restricted. The 
sequence terminates in an e-filled pattern because the number of points 
in Si strictly increases with i, Si c Jan and Jdn is e-filled. If F is an arbitrary 
e-filled pattern such that Si C F then also Si+’ C F for i = 0, l,..., k - 1. 
From this follows that for every e-filled pattern F, So C F implies Sk CF. 
Hence Sk C F&j’), and we must have Sk = F,(S). 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf Tl , T, ,..., T,. are the e-connected components of an 
e-restrictedpattern S, then F,(S) has also exactly r e-connected components 
which can be named U, , U, ,..., U, so that Tj C Uj for j = I,2 ,..., r. 
Proof Let So = S and let us consider the sequence So C S C a** C Sk = 
F,(S) of our previous theorem. It suffices to show that if S” decomposes 
into V1 , V, ,..., V,. then the e-connected components of Sit1 can be 
named W, , W, ,..., W, so that Vj C Wi , for j = 1,2 ,..., r. Suppose that 
Sit1 is formed from Si by adding the point pi . This point cannot be inde- 
pendent of each of the components of Si for in this case Si (and hence S) 
could be covered with fewer than nd-+ e-flats. Since pi $ (St):, there is 
exactly one component of Si which is not independent of pi (see 
Theorem 2.5). We may assume without loss of generality that this com- 
ponent is VI. But then the components of Sifl are V, u {pi}, V, ,..., V, 
and the proof is concluded. 
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PROBLEM 5. Is it true that if S is e-restricted and e-connected then 
F,(S) = Jdn ? The answer is yes when d = 2. 
For completeness, we mention here two more unsolved problems 
which are also stated in (2). An e-critical pattern is a minimal non-empty 
e-restricted pattern. 
PROBLEM 6. Is it true that every e-restricted pattern is the union of 
e-critical patterns ? The answer is yes when d = 2. In fact, when d = 2 
the only l-critical patterns are the l-transversals. The pattern in Figure 2 
is l-critical, but it is not a l-transversal. 
A matrix A4 of dimension d and order n is e-stochastic if M(x) > 0 
and Czof M(X) = 1 for every e-flat f. A pattern is e-stochastic if it is the 
pattern of an e-stochastic matrix. It is known [2] that e-stochastic patterns 
are e-restricted. 
PROBLEM 7. Is it true that every non-empty e-restricted patter is 
e-stochastic ? The answer is yes when d = 2. The connection between 
Problems 6 and 7 is explained in [2]. 
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